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            WITH ALMOST FIVE DECADES IN THE TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY, LAKSANA IS SYNONYMOUS WITH COMFORT, SAFETY, AND LUXURY. 

            Laksana is a leading bodybuilder in Indonesia, with a long history of supplying various transportation operators, private companies, and government agencies. Buses produced in our workshops have connected people from various cities in Indonesia, and even the world. Always innovating to provide the best for our customers, Laksana adapts to the many challenges and fast development of land transportation technology.



Laksana’s journey started in the late 1960s as a humble automotive workshop. With rapid growth, the company is now a strong carosery with sprawling 15 hectares of workshop land in Ungaran, Central Java, tirelessly creating 1500 new armadas every year.
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            Ultimately Yours

            Laksana’s Individual Series is one-of-a-kind VIP Coach for super premium travelers. As a carosery, customers can personalize the bus even from the start of built-up to accommodate their visions and needs. As a first class armada, our individual series coach lifted the bench-mark of luxury travel.
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         We live with innovation

         WITH 45 YEARS OF SOLID EXPERIENCE UNDER OUR BELT

         We have established a company that evolves through technology and commitment to sacred values. With a long history in the transportation industry, Laksana has always been eager to adapt to current developments and trends. We build 1500 armadas each year and are always getting better at it.


 



         
         	         		
         			
               
             
      


      

   



   
      

      
         


         COMMITMENT TO SAFETY

         Laksana has gained various awards on safety and design, making it one of the most reliable carosery in Indonesia. With world-class manufacturing and best engineers in our workshops, we only launch a bus when it has been certified safe to ride and drive. Each of our buses, which are currently a common sight in Indonesia’s cities, has passed layers of safety tests to guarantee driver and passenger safety on the road.

Laksana is investing to apply world-standard safety tests to make sure our buses become the ones that have passed the highest standard in Indonesian roads.
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            TENSILE STRENGTH TEST

         

         



   


   
   

   
   
      
         

         

         News & Events
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            Tuesday 11 October 2022 

         WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF UPGRADE BUS IN LAKSANA?
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               https://www.laksanabus.com/index.php?p=news_detail&id=2
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                        Thursday 01 September 2022 

                     Innovating upon the  existing quality
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                        Jumat, 26 Januari 2024 

                     E-Cityline - PT. RAPP Memperkenalkan 8 Unit Bus Listrik Terbaru dari PT. VKTR
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                     Stay connected with us!
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